We consider the problem
Introduction
In [1] , an anisotropic singular elliptic boundary value problem arises naturally when studying self-similar solutions of hyperbolic conservation laws in two dimensions. A comparison with the existing mathematical literature on singular elliptic boundary value problems revealed a curious gap: namely, there is a considerable amount of knowledge on the singular semilinear elliptic boundary value problem (1.1) u{x)7Au + p(x) = 0, (1.2) «bn = 0, where £2 is a sufficiently regular bounded domain in RN, N > 1 , and p is a sufficiently regular function which is positive on Q. In the case N -1 , this problem arises in certain applications in fluid mechanics and pseudoplastic flow (see [5, 6, 7] ). The /V-dimensional problem (1.1)-(1.2) has been studied in [2] for general regions. In [2] , it is shown that solutions exist if Q, is C3, and estimates are given for the behaviour of the solution as the boundary of Q is approached. In particular, if y > 1 , it is shown that solutions fail to be in C'(Q).
In [4] , it was shown that if Q, has a somewhat less regular boundary, p is positive on Q and y is any positive number, there is a unified simple proof that there is a unique solution of (1.1)-(1.2), positive on Q, which is in C2+"(f2)n c(ñ).
However, a small perturbation of the above problem, which is related to an equation arising in fluid dynamics, changes the situation totally, revealing problems which appear quite difficult, and on which we present some partial results in this paper.
None of the above-mentioned results apply in an obvious way to the problem The main problem appears to be that in the case a = b monotonicity methods can be used, which do not adapt to the more general case.
In this paper, we shall present results on this problem when the region Q is convex. We have difficulty believing that this restriction is essential, but have been unable to avoid it.
Our main theorem is: Theorem 1. Let Q. c R2 be a bounded convex domain with smooth boundary dQ {of class C2+a, 0 < a < 1). If p £ Ca(Q.), p(x) > 0 for all x £ Q and y > 0, then there exists a function u £ C2+a(Q.) n C(Q) such that u(x) > 0 for all x £Íl and u is a solution of (1.3)-(1.4).
Thus, in the next section, we shall describe a new comparison principle for quasilinear elliptic problems, and in the following section, we shall apply this principle to show the existence of solutions to problem (1.3)-(1.4). Finally, in the concluding section, we shall point out the many unsolved problems remaining in this area.
After submitting this paper, we found out that related results on the existence of weak solutions of a problem in divergence form were established independently in [1] .
A COMPARISON LEMMA
In this section, using the maximum principle we will establish a comparison lemma on a class of quasilinear elliptic equations. This allows us to obtain a priori bounds on the solutions to this class of equations using the method of upper and lower solutions. Such bounds in turn give the existence of a solution to the equations (1. subject to the boundary condition (2.2). In addition to (Al), suppose that f(u, •, x) G C for each u g R and x g Q. Then if we have strict upper and lower solutions, Lemma 1 can be generalized to include this situation. The only modification to the proof is in inequality (2.9) below. We just write
Indeed, we can have a coefficient h(u, Vu, x) for uyy with h satisfying an assumption similar to that imposed on /. We then have to check the additional conditions that y/yy < 0 and cpyy < 0.
Proof. By translation, we may assume, without loss of generality, that y > 0.
For any e > 0, define y/ = y/ + e(l -e~y). Therefore we have w\dii > u\dn , and f(y>,x)y7xx + ij>yy+p(x)g(y,x) = f{y/, x)y/xx + (f{y7, x) -f{y/, x))y/xx + y/yy -ee~y (2 g) + P{*)g{V, x) +p(x){g{yj, x) -g{y/, x)) < f{y/,x)y/xx + y/yy+p{x)g{y/,x)-ee-y < f{y/, x)y/xx + y/yy + p(x)g(y/, x) <0.
Thus y/ satisfies inequality (2.5) with the strict inequality and inequality (2.6).
We now claim that u < y/ on Q. For if it is not, then there exists a xo G Q such that y/(xQ) < w(xo), and xo is a negative local minimum of yv -u . Subtract equation (2.1) from inequality (2.8) and evaluate at x-xq ; we arrive at (2.9)
which in turn leads to f(u, x)(y/ -u)xx + {y> -u)yy < 0.
However this contradicts the assumption that xo is a local minimum. Thus u<yi on Q. Taking the limit as e -» 0, we have u < y/ on Yl. Now we take <p_-(p if the strict inequality (2.3) holds. In case that y> > S > 0 and strict inequality in (2.3) is replaced by inequality, we define <p = <p-e(l -e~y). -By taking ô > s > 0, we can ensure that y> > 0 on Cl. By a calculation similar to inequality (2.8), we have In addition <p also satisfies inequality (2.6). We claim that u > <p on Q. For if it is not, then there exists a xrj G Q such that 0 < u{x0) < £(xo), and xn is a local positive maximum of <p -u. Subtract equation (2.1) from inequality (2.10) and evaluate at x = x0 ; we get
which in turn leads to f{U , X){(P_ -U)XX + (£ -U)yy > 0.
However this contradicts the assumption that xo is a local maximum. Thus u > <p_ on Í2. Taking the limit as e -> 0, we have u > y> on f2. Thus the inequalities in (2.7) hold, and the proof of the lemma is complete.
The proof of Theorem 1
In order to show the existence of a solution to the equations (1.3)-(1.4), we need to employ a corresponding result for equations (1.1 )-( 1.2). Such a result can be found in [4] . < -gE{y/,x) <0.
In addition y/xx < 0 ; hence y/ can serve as an upper solution.
Similarly if we define <p = e , then
M<P, x)P +P +/»(«)&(£. x) >°L
icense or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use and tp_ < 0. So cp_ is a strict lower solution. If e is sufficiently small, then y/ > cp_ on YlE. By using Lemma 1 (and the corresponding remarks), we can conclude that (3.7) e < ut < y/ on Qe.
Therefore we can remove the cut-off, and uE satisfies (3.8) ^(U£)xx + (ME)yy + ^xl = 0, ue In order to extract a solution to equations (1.3)-(1.4) from the sequence {ue}, we need to show that the sequence is bounded away from zero in any compact subset of Q. Again we prove this fact by our comparison lemma.
For any x g Yl, we take a circle S centered at x with S ce Yl. Without loss of generality we can regard x as the origin. Letting the radius of S be R and S > 0, we then define 2) as our upper solution, we can apply Lemma 1 on the circle S to conclude (3.11) S(R2 -x2 -y2) < u£ < y/ _ on S for any e, provided S c YlE.
We restrict our attention to the domain 35/4, which is the circle centered at the origin with radius 3R/4. We now treat equations (3.8)-(3.9) as a linear equation, and apply Theorem 12.4, p. 302, [3] to obtain a priori estimates. Thus there exist y = y(ô, M), C = C(S, M) such that (3.12) ll"*llC¿r(S7I) ^ C(H"«llz.~(3574) + HW^IIloc^)) < k, Since Yl is convex, for any x £ dYl, there is a tangent line Tx passing through x with Yl lying on one side of Tx . We can also construct another line Tx parallel to Tx such that Yl is contained in the semi-infinite strip enclosed by Tx and Tx. Take the orthogonal coordinate axes X\ and y\ so that the x\ -axis is parallel to Tx . Let ß be the angle that the x\ -axis makes with the x-axis. It can be checked that yx = -x sin ß + y cos ß .
We will distinguish two cases. Case (i): Tx is not parallel to the y-axis. Thus ß ^ n/2 or 3^/2 . Throughout case (i), ß will be fixed.
Define <f> = <p{y\) such that it solves _ (3 15) d2^ , M = q dy2 ¿b subject to the boundary conditions (3.16) </>k=0, <r\Ti=0.
Hence ^ G C(Q) n C2(Q), 4> > 0, and d24>/dy2 < 0 on Yl. <-kMI~4>b +p{x)/{kbt) <0.
Due to the growth rate of <p as given by Theorem 2 near the boundary, by taking larger k if necessary, we can always ensure that <^|yn£ > e . It is noted that k does not depend on £. Hence by Lemma 1 (and Remark 2 following it), we have ue < <p on Yle. Taking the limit as e -» 0, we obtain v < <p on YlE. Since YlE can be arbitrarily close to Yl, it follows that 
Some open problems
We conclude this paper with a short list of some of the problems which, at the time of writing, remain open.
1. We have not established uniqueness of the solutions even though this is clear in the corresponding case where the singularity is the same in the x-and -coordinates. 2. We have not established existence, even in two dimensions, for the nonconvex domain.
3. We have not succeeded in establishing results for more than two dimensions. 4 . It seems that it would be desirable to obtain more precise estimates for the behaviour of the function and its gradient near the boundary. Perhaps the methods of [2] could give better information by flattening the boundary.
5. It seems natural to speculate that there should be results for more general types of quasilinear equations such as where the functions F\, F2 are monotone increasing and go to zero rapidly as u goes to zero.
